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Evaluating customers or prioritizing prospects? Assessing the stability of a vendor? Determining credit risk? Bizminer’s new Company Insights series provide a unique window into the company you are targeting. Access and share formatted reports of upload batch files to your CRM.

Company Insight reports include three sets of easy-to-digest analytics that are critical to your understanding of the business in question:

- Competitive Industry Market Analysis
- Key Financial Ratio Indicators
- Vestimate® Business Value projection

This unique combination of industry and company intelligence is available for over 10 million US business operations. Data is refreshed monthly.

Here’s what you can learn from Bizminer’s Company Insights:

1> Insight into the Competitive Lay of the Land: Market Insights

Use the Market Insights segment to help understand the competitive environment of the firm you’re researching. A competitor count and map offer a visual of the geo-positioning of the firm and its competitors.
At the same time, a set of core industry market metrics tells you at a glance how big the market is, as well as average annual site and small business sales specific to the competitive industry environment. Bizminer Industry Insights even rank the sales of your selected firm among those of market competitors.

Of course, sales volume isn’t the whole story. The Market Insight Penetration Rates develop indicators of market stability and growth opportunity: Where markets are local or regional, the industry Insight report compares Market Area and US industry Sales per Person and Sales per Household data. Penetration metrics highlight and quantify any gaps in the local industry market relative to US norms.

In the example shown here (a small attorney’s office in downtown Harrisburg, PA) Sales per Person and Sales per Household lag national Market Penetration metrics by up to 11%, suggesting potential service gaps—and growth opportunity
for the analyzed firm and the local legal industry overall. Accompanying market area population and income demographics in the market area amplify background opportunity information.

2> Insight into the Business Position: Industry Financial Insights

Why flail around trying to find vaguely applicable financial performance indicators of questionable integrity to compare to the firm in your credit report? Bizminer pulls financial analysis from the most appropriate peer group from over 5000 industry options and 15 sales classes to make certain that the data you see is the most relevant and timely on the market.

Our Financial Insights not only apply apples-to-apples industry peer group performance but quantify the anticipated spend and earnings based on our deeply indexed sales projections for the firm. Bizminer financials are used by more than 30,000 forensic CPAs, business attorneys, banking and certified valuation professionals across the country.

The Industry Standard KPI benchmarks in the Financial Insights segment of the report have been carefully assembled to display the most critical efficiency, liquidity and risk ratios—all tailored to the precise industry and company size you are researching.
3> Vestimate® Business Value Insights

Finally, the Industry Insights report projects market value ranges for almost any business operation. Using a database of over thirty thousand recent historical business sale transactions, we clean, calculate and apply industry valuation multiples, then integrate them with company sales projections and industry peer group KPIs.

Both Income and Earnings-based value ranges are presented for low-median-high quartiles, with the median values reflecting mid-line company performance. Higher and lower ranges reflect calculations for leading and lagging firms. Like our Market Insights, the value ranges in our Vestimate® Business Value Insights for each business are updated monthly. There is simply no other place to get this range of sophisticated value projection at this price point.

4> Prep Sheet and CRM-Ready Formats

Company Insights are versatile! Print out a one-page prep sheet to spark client conversations and share with prospects—or upload batch files of Company Insights for direct use with your CRM. Co-brand Company Insights to prep and use with clients and prospects. The content in every Company Insight report and file auto-updates throughout your license period.

Easy Access to Data You Can Trust

All of this data—vetted by US Tax Court and by thousands upon thousands of Finserv professionals and other users—is available at a fraction of the value of the information received. Any one of the Industry Insight metric segments—Market, Financial or Vestimate® Business Value—can make the difference in your assessment of any researched firm. Together they provide valuable insights you can’t afford to miss.